WHEN YOU NEED TO TAKE BACK YOUR LAND
THE GREEN CLIMBER IS BOSS!

The Green Climber mulcher is designed to offer the versatility of a small machine
with the aggression of a much larger mulching or slashing machine. It can tackle
a range of mulching, slashing and mowing jobs that you never thought would be
possible to access.
The unique features of the machine will take the stress out of clearing land that is hard
to reach - from steep inclines to high risk areas of overgrown land- the Green Climber
is the solution. Our Green Climber can replace a range of machinery- including brush
cutters (handheld), slashers, tractors, ride on or reach mowers with just one machine.
Controlled remotely with only one operator required.

WHAT IT CAN DO FOR YOU!

Mulch thick scrub and fallen trees all in one go!
Mow and slash overgrown grass from tough hillsides
Roadside maintenance (without having to stop the flow of traffic dependent upon conditions)
Offer safety and manoeuvrability, unlike any other mulching machine
Mow along steep embankments
Maintain your firebreak
Clear around your home and sheds with no risk of damage to anything
Clearing drains and riverbanks
Plus, anywhere you can think of that needs to be managed (that has challenging
access) our Green Climber can make it happen!

FEATURES:

Remote controlled from a safe distance of up to 100 metres
Low centre of gravity
One button control to widen the tracks by 400mm, this gives the machine better
stability on those extremely challenging angles
Floating system that can react to the terrain it is tackling
Reactive hydraulic system that gives the operator total control and smooth
movements, no matter the terrain
Flail side shift, it can offset up to 400mm on either side
Pivoting flail cutter will allow the mower to follow the terrain independently
The undercarriage is designed with a unique system that prevents it from de-tracking
It gives the perfect mulching finish every time- no matter how dense the vegetation is

Most importantly it can be operated from a safe distance, this means we can help you
to mulch and mow those hard to get to land areas all from the safety of flat ground.
Contact us today for your next land clearing job - we can tackle anything that you throw at us!
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